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Company: DEME

Location: Belgium

Category: computer-and-mathematical

As a Simulator Engineer at DEME Offshore, you are involved with the planning and execution

of activities taking place at DEME’s simulation centre in Zwijndrecht. These activities

entail full simulation of offshore heavy lift operations, the training of operators and the

prototyping of new methods and mission equipment. You will provide simulator engineering

support during tendering and project execution and follow-up on actual offshore performance for

simulator improvements.

As Simulator Engineer, you are part of the Methods Engineering & Equipment and

Technology Development group which develops transport and installation methods for the

different DEME Offshore activities safeguarding technical feasibility, operational efficiency

and workability. Additionally, the team develops the required equipment for the projects

focused on safe and efficient operations, ensuring high workability and accelerating the pace

of innovation. These developments are coordinated in close cooperation with the commercial

and operational departments to ensure solutions are fit for purpose.

This multi-disciplinary position is based at our Headquarters in Zwijndrecht, Belgium.

Work together with your engineering colleagues, crew and suppliers to create realistic

simulations

Identify critical equipment features and operational methods for the simulation

Prepare the scope of work on the basis of the project methods and equipment
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Prepare and execute project prototyping and training sessions, interface with crew planners to

organize

Maintain simulation project planning and ensure the quality of the simulation

Report on work progress, planning and budget

Interface with internal stakeholders to create training plans and prototyping targets

Scene building via supplier provided software for prototyping, support equipment

designers with lessons learned

Perform  troubleshooting and maintenance on simulator equipment

Lead visits to present simulator to clients, internal and external stakeholders

BSc Degree in a relevant discipline (Mechanical Engineering, Civil or Structural

Engineering, Automation Eng.)

Have an open mind, to think out of the box, with experience in concept engineering

Be critical in reviewing information, communicative, problem solving and have attention to detail

Self-motivating, curious, eager to learn

Speak and write fluent English

Be flexible, adapt behaviour and work methods in response to new information or unexpected

obstacles

An extensive mobility program for a healthy work-life balance

A permanent training track which allows you to develop yourself personally and

professionally

A stimulating, innovative workplace with numerous growth opportunities

A people-oriented environment with an interactive health program and a focus on

employee wellbeing

Excellent insight of operations for newcomers into DEME
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